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CLAY.
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Silver nitrate and raku firing have long been used to produce silvery
patterns on enamel. There are certain difficulties in this process,
ranging from the procurement of silver nitrate, the necessity of keeping the crystals and solutions away from light lest they deteriorate,
through problems connected with controlling the various solutions, to
the deep brown staining which can develop on hands, clothing, and
work surfaces. Mixing an appropriate strength of any solution often
requires making several test pieces.
It occurred to me that perhaps more modern materials could be used
to produce the same effects with less trouble.
Therefore when packing my tutorial tool box for a raku firing workshop at the John C. Campbell Folk School, I included a very ancient
unused piece of the original type of silver PMC (Precious Metal
Clay). It was so old that it had hardened into a small bullet and required breaking up and two days soaking in water to re-constitute it.
In a quiet moment I painted some of the resulting slip onto a preenamelled copper blank and fired it to burn off the organic binder.
The result was a greyish patch of enamel.
Joseph Ontko, one of my students, was most interested and readily
volunteered to assist me in further experiments. Three different concentrations of silver nitrate in liquid enamel were prepared and each
was applied adjacent to the greyish patch. When this piece was refired and popped immediately onto a pad of newspaper under an airtight lid, lustrous silver markings appeared on all four deposits.
A second test piece, shown here, also carried both PMC slip and
some silver nitrate solutions on copper pre-enamelled with flux.
The bottom row has three
different strengths of silver
nitrate solution mixed with
liquid flux, top right a PMC
slip dot.
Results of the previous experiment were found to be reproducible.
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The next three samples were prepared with 2 coats of Thompsons
1680 black enamel (no undercoat of flux). The combustible material
was damp newspaper laid on a shelf from a pottery kiln and a cookie
tin lid used to cover the sample.

Joseph preparing to raku fire by damping the newspaper, the
cookie tin lid lies beside it and the piece to be fired is ready on the
trivet in the foreground.
Sample 3 had the PMC slip applied with a cotton bud and was
raku fired at 915°C 1680°F as
soon as the slip was dry (one firing only).
The PMC slip lustred. The surface
of the enamel appeared textured in
this sample, possibly because the
enamel was still soft when it was
rapidly pressed onto the damp
newspaper.
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Sample 4 before any firing.
The PMC slip was applied
with a cotton bud and also a
small paint brush. The
thickness of the slip was varied deliberately. After drying, the piece was fired in
the normal way at 790°C
1450°F.

Sample 4 after first firing.
PMC on thin areas showed
small spots of lustre, but
thicker parts had a white coating.

Sample 4 after raku firing.
All the PMC lustred and did
not require any polishing
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Close up of the
densest PMC dot at
the base on the LHS
of Sample 4. This
spot had the most
PMC.

The general effect was smoother than sample 3, with no crackles in
the surface. Freckles of copper showed through the black base
enamel and a certain amount of dissolved copper oxide added colour.
The slip applied with a brush was smoother than that applied with a
cotton bud and the best lustre appeared where the application had
been thinner.
Sample 5 - 3D pieces of PMC. For this test small pieces of PMC
were applied, dried and then fired.
The lower row was applied,
fired once and then cooled.
The cat was painted in slip
as a control. The upper
row was then applied and
the whole piece raku fired
as before.

The result was that the slip painted cat shone silver, but the rest retained the usual matt white surface of fired PMC.
A light polish can be given with a brass brush, but heavy burnishing
and polishing might damage the enamel. 3D pieces would be better
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made separately, tumble polished or burnished and then fired into the
enamel with no need to raku fire unless it
was desired.
If the polishing is done before firing, only
a light rub over is required afterwards.
‘The Dancing Seahorses of Aberlemno’
pre-fired and polished PMC fired onto
high fired enamel without raku..
This and all following samples by D.
Cockrell using leaded Latham and Soyer enamels.
Having established that old PMC could be used to produce silver
lustre on enamel, I turned to a modern
version. Not PMC this time, but Silver
Art Clay which like modern PMC is
available in a ready made slip form. This
was easier to apply with a brush and
cotton bud as the binder was less viscous
than the old version.
First I tested to see if it was possible to
achieve a lustre on enamel with Art Clay.
As before it required raku firing to produce a lustre. Where the application was thinner the underlying enamel showed through a little
darker, but it all shone with a silver lustre.
Then I experimented with both old re-constituted PMC and the Art
Clay slip.
Unfired test sample on old pre-enamelled
disc: LHS - old PMC reconstituted with water
to give a paintable consistency,
RHS - new Art Clay slip, thinned slightly
with water.
Both applied with a fine paint brush.
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Sample after first firing.
Fired as for enamel at approx. 800°C
1472°F for1 minute.
PMC sunk into the enamel with particles
of silver showing, Art Clay matt white,
more opaque and smoother.

1st raku firing, damage to the Art
Clay circle due to sticking to the trivet.
PMC lustred, Art Clay less glossy but
denser.

2nd raku firing, a little more lustre
on both the PMC and Art Clay.
Coppery tones shining through the PMC,
Art Clay still denser and not so shiny.
Both raku firings at 800°C 1472°F.
Sample after polishing with 3M polishing
mops. PMC took more shine and Art Clay
has a soft lustre. Decided not to try burnishing at this stage for fear of harming the underlying enamel. On re-firing this piece the
thinner applications sank deeper into the
enamel and became fainter. This seemed to
indicate that gloss may depend on how
much enamel overlies the silver; denser or
thicker applications sit on top and retain the
normal PMC/Art Clay surface texture.
Much will depend on the hardness, softness
or thickness of the enamel.
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It now seemed time to try a
proper design. I applied a
‘Frisk’ stencil onto a copper
bowl pre-enamelled with leaded
Soyer enamels (177 and 36) and
painted Art Clay slip over the
exposed surface. After removing the stencil, the fine lines
were added with a paint brush
and the bowl allowed to dry
overnight. An initial firing at
800°C 1472°F approx. was followed by raku firing with newspaper as the organic material.

After cleaning with a pumice slurry, the Art Clay had
a very pleasant effect with
a soft lustre on the thicker
parts and a shinier surface
where the application had
been thinner. The thicker
areas were crackled with
greater gloss in the cracks,
a similar effect to that of
silver nitrate mixed with
liquid enamel.

After the above photographs were taken, it was necessary to refire
this bowl in order to correct a slight bend in one side caused when it
was tipped into the container of newspaper at the raku stage. This
was carried out in the usual way, by pressing a similarly shaped steel
container into it as soon as it was taken from the kiln. No raku technique was used and the silver decoration retained its lustre. The
crackled effect increased, giving a yet more interesting appearance.
As the early experiments had been done using Thompsons unleaded
enamels, I repeated this bowl using their 1980 black enamel. It came
out well but with far fewer crackles, even after an extra firing. This
may have been due to a slight difference in thickness of the Art Clay,
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or indicate that the Thompsons enamel may be softer than the Soyer
enamel, or even that different types of enamel with possibly differing
rates of expansion affect the Art Clay/PMC. In a few places the Art
Clay seemed to have sunk into the enamel slightly. It also did not
lustre quite as much as that on the leaded enamel, although the edges
of the design where the Art Clay may have been thinner shone silver.
A gentle rub over with an agate burnisher improved the lustre and did
not damage the enamel.
It is possible that multiple firings would result in more cracks appearing and be the way to increase the effect when desired, without losing
lustre.
In conclusion:
The smokey reducing atmosphere of raku firing reduces the positively charged silver ions in silver nitrate to neutral elemental silver,
that is, uncharged silver atoms which deposit as metallic silver on the
enamel surface. The silver in PMC/Art Clay is already present in the
form of such silver atoms, albeit dispersed in a different medium
containing organic binder which burns off when fired, again depositing metallic silver. Thus, appearances are similar under raku conditions but not identical, as the chemical events, environments and
movements of the silver differ in these two situations.
Compared with silver nitrate, PMC/Art Clay is more controllable,
cleaner, is readily available, has 3D potential, and is much easier to
use.
The thinner the application, the greater the gloss obtained without
polishing. It has a softer shine than silver nitrate and need not always
be raku fired to produce it. The actual effect may well be altered by
the hardness of the underlying enamel, here there is scope for more
experimentation.
However, it does not have the versatility of silver nitrate. It cannot
produce an ‘explosive’ texture, does not make texture by eating into
the enamel, nor be used as a thin all over transparent wash.
For adventurous raku fired enamelling, silver nitrate remains more
exciting.
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